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Week  34 
May 10 - May 14  

SWING TIME   

Materials:    
A swing on the playground

A stopwatch


Procedure: 
1. Remember playing with the bouncing tennis ball in September? Let’s continue 

talking about forces. Hop on a swing and push off. As you push off the ground, you 
swing toward th sky. Here, Newton’s Third Law is in play: for every action, there is 
an equal and opposite reaction. Kind of like when you push off the side of the pool 
and float away from the wall. 


2. As you swing up, several forces are in play: gravity pulls you toward the center of 
the Earth, the force you pushed yourself of the ground pushes you up at an angle, 
and the rope/chain of the swing has tension, plus air friction is slowing you down. 
The sum of all the forces makes your trajectory a curve. Why do you not keep going 
around the bar, but pause in the air and start swinging back? 


3. Ask a friend to start the stopwatch the moment you swing the highest, right before 
you start swinging down again. Ask a friend to stop the stopwatch the moment you 
swing all the back to where you started. This is the period of your pendulum—the 
swing. How do you think a longer or shorter rope/chain of the swing affects the 
period?


Further study: 
Find (if it is safe) the best time to jump off a swing. Is it when you are at the lowest 
point? The highest? Somewhere in the middle? Think about how pumping helps you 
increase the apex while you swing. What forces are at play?


POTENTIAL ENERGY, KINETIC ENERGY, GRAVITY, NEWTON’S THIRD LAW, OSCILLATORY MOTION, INERTIA
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